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1NTRODUCTION

The principal function of the Node S sensor
(1), an evolutionary upgrade to the c“rre”t
ATCRBS (Air Traffic Control Radar Beacon
System) sensor, is the output of o“e z
per aircraft per ante””a scan. This report
contains the current aircraft position lra”ge
and azimuth) , the identity code of its trans-
ponder, and the altitude code as supplied
by its encoding altimeter.

This information is derived from the aircraft
transponder replies received at the sensor in
response to interrogations transmitted by the
sensor. For aircraft equipped with Mode 5
transponders, a single scheduied interroga-
tion, directed only to that aircraft, elicits
a single coding-protected reply containing
both identity code and altitude code. For

aircraft equipped with ATCRSS transponders,
a sequence of interrogatlo”s alternately
eliclt replies containing “n-protected
identity code or altitude code from all
aircraft in the antenna mainbeam.

From this description, it is clear that a
Mode S aircraft report can be constructed
directly fron the single reply. Surveillance
processing, defined as Eunctions that perform
scan-to-scan correlation and tracking, are
required in general only to predict the next
scan position of the aircraft. This infor-
mation is needea for the proper sched.li”g
of the next interrogation.

ATCRBS reports constructed from tile aircraft
replies, on the other hand, can ha”e a number
of deficiencies. The more common such
problems are:

1.

2,

3.

Either the identity code or altitude code
or both ca” have bits declared either i“
error or with low confidence by the reply
processor d“e to garbling of overlapping
replies,

False alarm reports not corresponding to
aircraft ca” be generated frOm frU<,Ck> ,.
replies (responses to other sensors 8
interrogations) or reflection replies.

tiulti~le reports for an aircraft can be
ge”erited die to incorrect Correlation of
replies Caused by errors i“ range,
azimutn, or code determination.

Surveillance processing for ‘ATCRBS aircraft is
tasked with correcting these proulems prior to
report Output to the controllers or other
users. It does this Dy correlating raw target
repo~ts with, exi:ting track files, and using
the Lnformatlon in these files derived from
prior scan reports to correct, complete, or
reject erroneous reports.

This paper presents the major algorithms
contained within the MOae S sensor ATCRSS
surveillance processing function. It the”
presents experimental results that demonstrate
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their effectiveness. Full details of
surveillance processing can be obtained by
reference to (2) or [3).

CORRELATION OF DISCRETC ATCRBS AIRCRAFT

Aircraft with ATCRBS tcanspo”ders ha”e their
identity codes assigned during flight by
controllers, a“d they may change several Cimes
during a flight. Two types of ATCRSS codes
exist: discrete codes, whicn are intended to
be unique within . CO”CKO1 ar=a, and
non-discrete codes (such as 1200 in the US) ,
which ace assigned to all aircraft within a
given flight class.

,,, ..,,
Discrete ATCRBS aircraft ... qenerally De
correlated through ase of identity code alone,
subject only, to a “reasonableness test” on
positional difference between target report
and track. Should a complication exist, suet,
as the code being garbled Or non-unique, or
the reasonableness test fall, the more complex
procedures described next are ernplayed. ...,

.
CORRELATION OF NON-DISCRE,TE ArCRSS A1-

Target-to-track correlation for non-”discrete
ATCRSS aircraft can be quite complicate,
especially when several target reports are -’
spatially close to a single crack, or several
tracks are near a single report (or even an
intertwined collection of spatially close
re?orts and tracks) . Furthermore, even when
only one report is near a give” track, it is
possible that the repoxt and track represent
different aircraft, and thus should not be ..:.
correlated. ,.........,,

r
The correlation process for non-discrete
reports is broken down into two parts. ,.,.,,
Association is defined as the identification
of all possible feasible report an~ track !?
pairings. Thus any associacio” could
constitute a valid match. Correlation is then
defined as the selection of the best set of
matches of targets and tracks whenever ... ..
alternatives exist.

ASSOCIAr ION TESTS
,.

hssociatio” of a“ ATCRBS report to a“ ATCRBS
track is achieved whenever tne
three-dimensional (range p , azin”th 9,
altitude h) positional difference between them
is sufficiently small. Identity code
agree lnent cannot be an association requirement
as aircraft can cnange their codes: however,
the degree of code match does determine the
pecmissable amount of positional deviation.,..

Range and azimuth agreement are scored by
placing three concentric ra”qe-azim. th (o-e)
zones around the predicted track wsition.
Zone 1 encompasses measurement errors possible
for an aircraft flying straight, zone, 2
includes positions achievable by an aircraft
performing a standard turn, and zOne 3 C0vec5
unusual aircraft maneuvers. ,.,, ..
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< Identity code and altitude ,natches are scored

~=a:~,agree, pote”t~ally agree, or disagree,
“AgrRe” for cvde is exact ,natch; for

altitude it is Within 100 feet per second
difference. “Potentially agree” ,neans that
agreement could ae achieved if a single
decoded bit were revecsed, and thus a reply
processlnq error may ,have oc.rred. Report a“d
track pairs with altltude disagree,nent are
rejected at this point unless code swapping is
suspected Isee below) .

?airings agreeing on code and altitude and
within zone 1 or zone 2 are unconditionally
associated; those in zone 3 not agreeing on
both code and altitude are rejected; otners
are further tested by the velocity
reasonableness test defined below before an
association decision is made.

Code Swappin~

There ace three situations where tilereply
correlation logic can create two regorts Eor
an aircraft, one containing the correct
ioentity code and an incorrect (or
non-existent] altitude, and the other
containing the correct altitude and an
incorrect [or non-existent) identity code,
The first occurs when two airzraft are at
about the same range and the repiy correlation
logic creates two target reports, each with
the identity code of one aircraft and the
al:itude of the other aircraft.

The second instance of incorrect reply ~~

I

correlation occurs when a fruit reply is
r@ceived just prior to the first real aircraft
reply, while the third instance occurs when
the first aircraft reply is decoded improperly
by the reply processing hardware. In either
of these cases, one report will contain a
correct code and an incorrect on@ (caused by
fruit or error) , while a second report will
contain the correct other code only.

Code swapping corrects all of these errors by
physically interchanging the identity codes
between the two reports. 1. the first case
two proper reports result, while in the other
cases one proper report and one rejected
report are produced.

Velocity Reasonableness Test

The intent of the Velocity Reasonableness Test
is to determine the Iikeliho& of a c“rre”t
target report being part of the same report
Sequence as that represented by a given track.
Two v@locity vectors are employed in the test.

.
The first is w, which is the last known
velocity for the aircraft under track.

.
The second vector is v, which Would be the
actual Current “elocity of the aircraft if the
report in fact corresponds to it. The test
basically judges the re+so”ableness of the

. .
Ceq”ired aircraft velocity Cha”qe from w to v.
The vector comparison that constitutes the
velocity reaso”able”ess test is accomplished
i“ two parts: angle and mag”it”de. The first
pare of the test is Successfully p$ssed if the
angle difference is Sufficiently small, that
is, If,

.+
w.,

------- $ - (f-1) ● P~

1;111;1

—.

(1)

where f is tn. number of scans since the last
ceport and PI is”a para,netec. ,Ph”s, a
reversing motion is forbidden for a
steady-state track.

Tne magnitdde test checks for situations
in which the velocity increase exceeds a
rea.sondble li,nit. Tile association passes this
part O,f the test whe,,ever:

.
where P2 is another para!”eter. The Vectoc c
is the [neas.re$”e,>terror “ector in the
direct io,? of motion and se:ves :0 make tfle .

.

test conservative. The dual test, of v being
too small, is not made; the angle test
partially covers this case, a~d ti>e errsr tern
would lead to automatic success in mast
situations.

CORRELATION SELECTIO~

Once tne abave association process has
identified ail acce?ta>le target report to
track pairings and corrected code swap errors,
it is the function of the correlation process
to select the “correct” matches frOm this
set. In the large rrnajori:yof cases, Only
one report will ass~ciate aith a track, and
that track will associate with only that one
report. 1“ other cases, however, a choice
will exist, and hence selectlon criteria are
required.

The primary “selection mechanism is the
utilization of the Quality score cOnPuted fOr
each association. This score, described in
detail below, evaluates the degre2 of
positional and attribute lnatcn between a given
report and track pairing. Its value is Zera
for a perfect match.

The two sim[>le cases of correlation selection
are denoted by m tracks o“ o“e report amd ,
o“e track 0? n rep3rts. Each of these
Situations 1s resolved by selecting for ,.
carreiation the pairing with the 10WeSt
Quality SCOre. Ties are broken via the
kviation Score, described below.

The remainin3 correlation case is the
intertwined m-on-n situation: m tracks an6
n reports form a closed association set
(althougl> not every report associates with
every track in general) . The “o?tiln.m”

resolution of this sit~a~iOn is def~n~d, tO be
the se: of selected Palrlngs that nlnlmlzes
tbe total of the quality scores for all
reports and tracks. Correlated re>orts or
tracks are assigned tne quality score of their
selected pairing, while a “PenaltY” qualitY
score is assigned to leftovec (non-correlated )
reports or tracks.

w- .

Fiq”re 1 presents in detail the items entering
into the Qual IcY scOre as well as the manner
in which each of these items is evaluated and
the individual scores for each possible
result. The final Quality Score for the
association, as indicated in the figure, is
the octal concatenation of the Component test
scores. (The penalty quality score mentioned
above is set at octal 50000000. )
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Since it is impossible for the score of o“e
component test to carry over into the digit of
the next ane, this Quality Score is actually
a“ i,”plementatio” of a multi-stage decision
algorithm. That is, if two ,a~sociat ions exist
for a track, the one chose” wil 1 De the one
with the lower code -zane (digit 7) score, even
if that association rated lower on all other
criteria. If tne associations tie on this
criterion, however, the decision will be
based on the next item, etc. aecause all tne
decision item scores are co,nbined into a
single ““mber, houever, a single Comparison
will a.to),atically implement the entire test
hierarchy, selecting che winning association
on the basis of the first non-tied decision
stage.

&viatiO”_Score

It is quite possible t“at the Quality scores
of two associations will be identical. For
example, reports fcom tuo closely spaced
general avi. tion aircraft, both reporting a
code of 1200 a“d having no encoding
altimeters, would often produce the same score
relative to any track. The intent of C“e
Deviation Score is to break such ties by
taking into account the geometric difference
between the track a“d target positions.

The &viation Score does” ‘t merely reflect the
distance Detwee” the positions; rather it
lndicate$ the likelihood of the aircraft under
track being at the position represented by the
target report. In particular, the scoring
rules employ the fact that changes i“ aircraft
speed from scan to scan are ““likely, most
changes in aircraft velocity being caused by
turns.

The mviation Score (D) assigned to each point
is computed as the product of two factors:
one (fl) that penalizes absolute distance from
the predicted track position and t,,. second
(f~) that penalizes deviations from the
turning 10C”S (approximated as a straight line
segment] , The two vectors “ceded for this
computation, as shown in Fig . 2, are

++
labelled d and t. The former represents the
deviation of the report relative to the
predicted track position, while tbe latter is
a unit vector i“ the direction of the
aPPcOximated turning 10C”S.

The penalty factor for absolute distance
between target and track is defined to be:

fl = I!!j + I:!!l “’ (3)

‘P 9.6

where co a“d c~ are the 30 report measurement
error*. The factor that rates the direction
of this deviation does so by comparinq its
components i“ the direct ion; parallel a“d
per?e”dic”lar to the turning locus. That

++ /+22
Cp. r = d . t, cperp = ~ Idl - ~par

Thus, ,deviatio”s due co turns (2per - O)
Epenal lzed very little compared to L ose

requiring along-tracx accelerations.

is:

(4)

(5)

are

TRACK 1N1T1AP1oN_— ___

ATCRSS tracks are automatically i“~tlcced when
a pair ?f ..corcelated reports are foun~ ~“
successl”e scans tnat appear to have .Ome :ram
the same aircraft. TO sa:isfy tnis cri:eri”n,
ATCRBS reports lnust agree or potentially agree
on both identity code and al:itude. In
addition, the physical separation ~~ t“e twa
reports must be sufficiently small that a real
aircraft could na”e traversed ti,e distance in
one scan.

Not all uncorrelated reports e“tec into the
track initiation pracess. Under user control,
various categories of re?orts tl>atare judged
not likely to be due :0 teal aircrzft ca” be
eliminated (see below). The remai?i”g
uncorrelated reports are csm?are3 wit> those

:R.:2ea::eK::,s::’ re;:r:”:sO:s%r:o star:
new tracks; otherwise, the report is a~ded t~
the ““correlated re?~rt Duffer far comparison
with s.bseque”t SC.” reports,

Linked Track.
,.

The algorithm described a50”e permits o“. ,’~
report to initiate ,more than one “e~ track.
Since a“y one report can only csrrespo”d to
one aircraft, it is clear tha: in such cases
extraneous tracks ha”e been farmed. Although
the proper track of the set is “ot known at ,
initiation time, it will become evident o“ a
Subsegment scan. Thus, when o“e track of tne
set is correlated and the o:hers coasted, ,.
the.. latter ones are dropped at ante to ,.
pre”e”t erroneous future correlations.

Whenever a c“rre”t sea” report initiates more
than one track, these tracks are linked
together. If only o“e track is formed, this
track is linked to ti>e tracks (if any)
previously formed by the last sea” report. “?
This pair of rules guarantees that all tracKs
in a linked set have one report in comxo”, a“d
thus that only O“e can be real.

TRACX VPDATE
.,.!:

Each ATCRBS track has t:>e informa cio” i“ its
track file u?dated once ?er scan. If the
track was correlated with a target report, the
position a“d velocity predictions .“3 the
identity code and alritude values will all be”
modi:ied accocdi”g to tbe “ew daka pro”ided Dy
that repDrt. This report, in turn, Nill then
be i!npro”ed by using the ,“any-sc.” composite
i“formatio” available in the track file. .,
Uncorrel. ted cracks, o“ tbe ather hand, are ~~
merely coasted ahead one sea” by .si”g the
velocity estimate contained in the track file.

In the normal sit”atio”, the track position
and velocity predictions are made by
interpolating ahead the last two target data
points i“ D, 8 coordinates. This type of
tracker, know. as a 2-point interpolator or a“
.=1, 0=1 .8 tracker, is s“fficie”tly accurate
when fed mo”op”lse Mode S data to provide the
Predictions required for target to track
correlations. In addition it >ro”ides the
desirable feature of immediate sensitivity tO
turns. A “cry r“dime”tary form of turn
detection (see below) is added to this tracker
to prevent fatal track de”iatio”s when
potentially spurious data points are
encountered.

When a“ aircraft flies ear the Se”sOr, the
errors inherent in simple P , 8 tracking become
sufficiently large that target-to-track
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correlation could .0. longer be su?po~te~.
Thus, an improved method of tracking is
requ, red. TWO alternative methods are
possible: second (or hi9her) order o, e
tracking and coordinate converted x, Y
tracking. Both of these methods are utilized.

Code Improvement

G,ce the best estimates of the trackns
lde”tity code and altitude have been created
by ,nerging the “ew report information with
that from previous scans, it is possible ta
improve these fields in the target report.
The rule for the iden:ity code is the simpler.
If the report identity code agrees with that
of the tracK in all mutual hiyh confidence
bits, the report identity code can be upgraded
to that of the track. Thus incomplete or
garbled identity codes can be co,npleted pC1Or
to O“t?ut.

Since altitudes can change from scan to scan,
this bit-merging .lgDrithm cannot be utilized
for the altitude code. However, two
impro”eme”ts c.” be made. First, if the
report altitude code bas same low confidence
bits, but the decoded altitude derived from
treatiny all nits as correct produces a value
near that of the track, this decoded altitude
can be placed in the report. Second, if the
KePOrt altitude code had no low Co”fide”ce
bits, but its decoded value iS significantly
different fro,n that of the track, the report
altitude is returned to Gray code form and
marked as garbled. This rule Catcl>es altitude
reply bit decoding errors and prevents
spurious altitudes from oeing reported in the
output .

Turn mtection

The “Ormal Z-point i“ter?olatio” tracking
accepts the position measurement of each
report as the current s,noothed position. To
prevent a single erroneous correlation or a
measurement error situation from seriously
deviating a track trajectory, smoothing beyond
the track’s zone 1 association box is not
permitted for well-sehaved straight-flying
tracks.

Instead, when a suspect situation is
encountered, the track is smoothed in the
offending coordinate(s) only to the limit of
the zone 1 box. Then, should the neXt
correlating target report again fall outside
of the zone 1 association box in the same
direction, full snoothing is utilized on that
scan and is maintained for the duration of the
aircraft turn.

algorith,ns ace -..____
P~0cessln3 functions
re?orts as false or L. ____ ---
system output stream. The effect ive---- -.
Cnese data editing algorith,”s on real data i_
presented in the last section of the paper.

This prscess thus implements a very silmple
turn detection mechanism. .The first report in
a turn is treated as suspect, out once the
turn is confirmed, the data points are
followed fully.

DATA EDITING

In any ATCRBS s“rveilla”ce processing system,
some of the target reports created by rePly
Correlation do “ot correspond to the positions
of real aircraft. The main categories of such
false alarms are reflection false targets,
fruit tar.et,, ?“d split targets. Various

? lncl,,ded in the surveillance

to either mark these
to edit them O,It.of the

)e.s “f
is

Reflection false tacqets ace generally caused
by the reflection of interrogations and
replies off Ouildi.gs or other str”ct”res,
causing an apparent aircraft location behind
the reflector. With discrete ATCRBS aircraft,
the presence of two targets with the same
unique code flags such an occurrence; the
longer range report can then be rejected in
most cases. The algorithm for detecting
reflection false alarms when the identity code
is garbled or not ““ique is discussed in the
next section.

It is possible for two fruit replies from
diEferent aircraft to coincidentally agree in
range and azim”tn and thus prad”ce a fruit
report. These repocts will g~nerally consist
of one identity reply and one altitude reply,
as code agreement would be required for
replies of the sa,ne mode to correlate. Thus,

a report msed on one id2n:ity Ceply and ane
altitude reply is dropped Dy data editing if
it does not correlate with a. existing track.

various syst?m defects can cause the C.PIY
sequence from a. aircraft to be split (i.e. ,
separated into two or more target reports. J
Range s?lits are usually caused by transponder
delay differences for identity and alcit.de
replies. Thus wh=n two reports are found that
agree in azimuth and are close in range, one
with identity code replies anly and tn. ot?ler
with altitude code replies only, Cne reports
are reco,?struct=d into one.

Azimuth splits are usually caused by tailing
of bhe mo”opulse valdes of the reply, sequer,ce.
This can occur when the ce?ly elevat IOn an91e
or frequency is sufficiently different fram
the values used for caliDration that the
calibration curve slope doesn’t match the
reply slope. The report fro,a the edge-of-bean
replies will then almost always look like and
be treated as a Eruit report.

Finally, reply decoder high confidence bit
errors can cause code splits. As these, are
fa,rly common, the code swapping mech. nlsm
described above was created to correct the
errors. The leftover code swap KePOKts, df te~
resolution, are then discarded.

Reflection False Targets

Tne geometrical situation that exists when a
reflection false target is produced is
depicted in Fig, 3. The angle o and range o
are contained in the Suspect target report,
“hLle the reflector distance d and Orientation
angle 4 are parameters that apply to
reflectors at the sensor site. The unknown
values that must be calculated are thus the
range 0’ and azimuth 0, of the aircraft
generating the false target. The set of
equations that are used to compute a, and p,
are presented in the figure.

Ideally! if the report is indeed false, a
track wII1 be found whose position is very
close to the calculated point and whose code
and altitude agree perfectly with the report.
unfortunately, tnis ideal state is often not
encountered.

This problem has been resolved by defining two
sets of ,>nakch criteria. A candidate target
report 1s called false if a track is Cound
that is within a small box of the computed
position and that agrees on both identity code
and altitude with the report. Otherwise, a
report is called possibly ~ if the best
track found is only wlthi” a laryer box of the
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coinputed position, or only potentially agrees
on either Identity cod+ or altitude. If no
track a9rees to either degree on all three
attributes of position, identity code, and
altitude, the Ce,port is called real. To
prevent real tracks. from being suppressed in
error, a track is not labelled false until two
false reports have bee. recelved~ passlbly
false reports merely delay the final decision.

RESULTS

The major improvements that result from using
surveillance processing on ATCRBS fepOrt S are
code improve,nent and false alarm re]ect ion.
To see the effect i”e”ess of these efforts,
data recorded at Washington National Air?Oct
by an early version of the ATCRBS part of the
Mode S sensor was analyzed. The numbers
presented herein represent 100 radar scans.

Table 1 demonstrates the effectiveness of the
identity code improvement process. It snows
the percent of the reports that had ungarbled
identit”y codes before and after surveillance
processing. Crossing traqks are defined to
exist when two aircraft ace within two miles
an3 4g of each other, which is the mutual
garble regian. Clearly a significant increase
in code reliability has been achieved.

The effectiveness of the data editing
algorithms in detecting false alarm reports is
illustrated by Table 2. As seen,’ 12.8% of all
reports produced by reply correlation have
been rejected; without s“r”eillance
process ing, these reports would have been
output to air traffic control. of the
remaining reports, only 2% were Eo.nd tO be
extra ”eo”s, i.e. “ot representing aircraft, by
after-the-fact analysis.

Figure 4 pictorially demonstrates the display
improvement provided by surveillance
processing. The first part of the figure
sh0w5 all reports O.tp. t by. reply cOrrelatiOn
for a 20 mile by 20 mile region for the 100
scans. The second part of the figure provides
a Picture of the reports rejected as d“e to
reflections or other false alarm effects.
Note that several fairly long reflection
tracks indicating apparent aircraft are
included in this data. These tracks would
have presented problems to ATC if not
detected. Finally, the last part of the
figure presents the real correlated reports
output by surveillance processing, the set of
reports that would be input to’air traffic
control users. Comparing this display to the
first one, it is clear that a substantial
improvement in data quality has been
achieved.
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TABLE 1 - Reports witti “ngarbled identity code

REPLY SURVEILLANCE
TRACKS C08RELAT0R _ OUTPVr

All 92,8% 97.5%

Crossing 76.5% 91.9%

TASLE 2 - Report categorization

False Alar,ns:

Reply Correlator Output: 11321 Re~Orts
Reflections: 317 - 2.8%

1135 - 10.0s

surveillance Processor output:
Aircraft:
Extraneous:

Octal Digit and Conditions

Digit 7
zone
zone
zone
zone
zone

9869 Reports
9671 - 99.0%
198 - 2.0$

Diyit 6 - number of replies
3 or more (identity and altitude)
2 of same type
1 of each type
1 reply

Digit 5 - code agreement
agree, all bits high confidence
agree, some bits low confidence
no code
potentially agree
disagree and:
some bits low, track code in

transition
all bits high, track code in

transition
some bits low, trac~ code steady
all bits high, track code steady

Digit 4
Ab <
Ah =
Ah =

Ah =
bb =
Ah =
Ah >

- altitude aqreenent
500 feet
600 feet
700 feet
800 feet
900 feet
1000 feet
1000 feet

Digit 3 - track validity
track established, P > Pvalid
track established, P < Ovalid
“ew track, P > QV
new track, P < PV

Score

o
1
2
3
4

0
0
1
2

0
1
2
3

4

5
6
7

0
1
2
3
4
5
6

0
1
2
3

Digit 2, 1, 0 - deviation score
computed, when required as tie breaker

Quality Score = (d7d6d~d4d 3d2dld O)8

Figure 1 Quality Score determination
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.
tc = (tcP, tee) = (-AD;, Ad)

;~ . (tlP, tie) = (B;, BPe)

Where : A=l-cOsw, B =1-.i.w
w w

turn rate = w radians per sea”

Figure 2 ~viation score VeCtOrS
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e- -e+*

Figure 3 Computation of real aircraft position
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Figure 4 (a) Reply correlation output report
(b) Reflection a“d false alarms
(c) Correlated surveillance outputs




